
THE GREAT LANDSLIDE OF 1906

This project explores how tragic historical  
events of our past can inform decisions for         
a more sustainable future.

P r e p a r e d  f o r  G r a d e s  5 t h - 8 t h
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STRUCTURE

This lesson plan is divided into three areas of investigation:

The purpose of this inquiry is to give historical 
background to the circumstances leading up to the 
landslide and how we can learn from the calamitous 
decisions that were made leading up to 1906, to 
make changes in our own communities today.

Why did the landslide of 1906 happen?

In today’s climate crisis there is much we can learn from the tragedy of the great landslide on January 8, 1906. This course module strives to thoughtfully 

examine the events that lead to the great landslide, the impact on the town of Haverstraw and examine the long-lasting effects on the local environment.

BACKGROUND HISTORY AND EXAMINATION EXPLORATION AND DISCUSSION ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

How did the landslide happen ?

! Learned about the unique geology of the 
Hudson River

! Learned about the manufacturing industry of the 
late 1800’s early 1900’s

! Learned how these decisions ultimately 
impacted health and wellness of community 
and the transition to environmental reform

By the end of this section, students will have:

Why was the community so affected?

The purpose of this inquiry is to understand the 
intersection of the manufacturing industry and 
the community that supported it. What were the 
contributing factors that lead to the tragedy?

How can we apply what we learned?
By the end of this section, students will have:

! Listened to oral histories and first- hand 
accounts about the landslide

! Learned about how the Museum remembers the 
landslide

! Mapped the players and stakeholders involved 
in the landslide

! Brainstormed ideas about how the brick 
manufacturers and landowners in the 
community could have responded differently

! Picked an example from a local neighborhood or 
community to write about and examine that 
addresses the intersection of manufacturing and 
community from an environmental perspective

! Created a report on how decisions today can 
ultimately impact the health and wellness their 
chosen community and make recommendations 
based on what they learned

What have we learned?

The purpose of this section is to apply what 
history can teach and use this information to 
solve or take actions that improve the 
environmental impact of manufacturers in local 
communities

How can we take actions for the future?
By the end of this section, students will have:
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From as early as 1771, when Dutch settler Jacob Van Dyke 
discovered huge deposits of clay in the Hudson Valley, to the middle 
of the 1900’s, the Hudson Valley in New York State was one of the 
largest world producers of manufactured bricks.

By 1883—Haverstraw, with 41 brickyards and producing an 
estimated 300 million bricks a year, was called the “Brick making 
Capital of the World.”

• What were the contributing factors to this historic rise?

• How did the phenomenal success of the brick manufacturing 
industry ultimately lead to its downfall?

• What can we apply from Haverstraw’s history to world events 
today?

WHY DID THE LANDSLIDE OF 1906 HAPPEN?

INTRODUCTION

Haverstraw bay 1905 with brickyards in background
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LESSON 1

GEOLOGY Q & A

" How did Glacial Lake Albany effect the geological
deposits of the Hudson River Valley?

" What was the significance of these deposits and why
were they valuable to the brick making industry?

" Can you name the kind of clay that was used?

" What was special about it? What made this kind of clay 
a desirable ingredient for making bricks?

" How would the geology of these unique clay sediments
potentially contribute to landslides? What are the
environmental conditions that can lead to the clay
deposits becoming unstable? 

Photo: Haverstraw Clay pit with brickyard in background circa 1902
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LESSON 1

GEOLOGY EXAMINATION 
& DISCUSSION

The photograph below circa 1904, shows the dug-out walls and tunnels from excavating clay for the brickyards with tenement housing perched on 

the edge. These pits were often filled with water and allowed to freeze in winter when the brick manufacturing  season was done for the year. 

" Based on what you learned about the geology of the 
sediment deposits along the Hudson River, can you 
identify from this photograph what are some of the 
potential environmental hazards for the worker’s 
housing seen here?

" What effects do you think the frozen water 
can have on the sediment layers and clay deposits  
stability in a thaw?

" What do you think can happen to the tenement housing
based on what you learned?

" What else can we learn from this photograph?
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LESSON 2

The rich geological deposits of varve clay in the Hudson River Valley made Haverstraw and surrounding Rockland county ideal for the manufacturing

of  bricks. After the catastrophic fire of 1835 in nearby New York City destroyed much of downtown Manhattan,  the demand to rebuild with fire 

resistant materials made Haverstraw the “Brick making Capital of the World” with over 41 brickyards producing 300 million bricks a year by the 1900’s

Photo: DeNoyelles brickyard circa 1900
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LESSON 4

EXPLORATION AND DISCUSSION

THE COFFERDAM

As the clay on the riverbank became harder and 

harder to reach, Dan De Noyelles the 2nd, 

grandfather of Daniel de Noyelles, constructed a 

Cofferdam measuring  two thousand feet long 

and some five hundred feet wide, out into the 

“river flats” breaking through the native oyster 

beds that protected the riverbed. The enclosed  
river water was then pumped into the Hudson so 

the clay land previously below the river’s surface 

was now exposed and easily dug out .

For the next 25 years hundreds of millions of 

bricks were made from this clay deposit.*

*excerpt from “Within these Gates” by Daniel de Noyelles

By 1883 as  the need for manufacturing bricks continued unabated, Haverstraw’s brick makers struggled to keep up with demand. As

the clay along the riverbanks become more depleted the manufacturer were forced to think of increasingly innovative ways to recover 

the valuable varve clay deposits along the Hudson River,  but which may have eventually led to hazardous environmental conditions.
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LESSON 2

While village housing was developed closer and closer 

to the edge of the slopes to accommodate housing for 

all the new workers, the Excelsior Brick Company and 

Gillies continued to dig westward into the bank closer 

and closer to the village. In 1902, a large crack 

appeared in the street causing a slide down into 

Eckerson causing alarm with the residents who lived 
along Rockland Avenue.

EXAMINATION 
& DISCUSSION

Photo: Haverstraw Bowline looking towards, Jefferson, Clinton and Division St. circa 1900

" What are can we observe from this 
photograph based on what we learned
from the brick manufacturing video?

" What do you think will happen? 

The banks of the Hudson had been tall and steep before the brickyards arrived. As the manufacturers dug deeper into the embankment edge, making 

excavations of over one hundred feet below the surface of the river in order to mine the rich deposits of clay, they created taller, steeper and more 

dangerous slopes leading eventually to environmental conflict between the clay excavation, the Village and the River itself.

The photograph on the right shows the clay pits with 

Village houses perched on the edge circa 1900.
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LESSON 3

On January 8th, 1906, the earth on the clay bank in the town of Haverstraw gave way, 
causing a catastrophic landslide that destroyed a large residential and commercial portion 
of the Village and the tragic loss of 19 lives.

Created by over-digging from the excavation of clay used in the manufacturing of bricks, 
which had pushed closer and closer to the edge of town, the slide began quickly in three 
stages. The first stage happened at 11:00 PM, sending hundreds of victims, clad in 
bedclothes, into the streets, some still barefoot. Fires from the stoves that heated the 
homes and kerosene lamps which had been knocked over had set the buildings ablaze.

Immediately, Firefighters responded but faced enormous odds because burst valves and 
water mains combined with natural gas explosions and hoses which froze because of 
extreme cold, made it difficult for the Firefighters to control. After the shocks from the first 
stage settled, some thought the incident was over and headed back into their homes to 
retrieve their belongings from the collapsed homes. The second Landslide occurred at 11:20 
PM catching people by surprise and leaving them to be trapped and killed by the third 
slide which started at 11:31 PM.

The tight knit community, long used to working together, organized rescue teams and 
search parties. The S.W Johnson Steam Fire Engine Company, with the only steam run fire 
engine, in Garnerville also responded and helped to restore much-needed water 
pressure. Additional help was provided by a recent snowstorm that had coated the 
Village building roofs which experts have said prevented the entire village from burning as 
fire embers blew in the wind.
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LESSON 3

FROM THE HAVERSTRAW TIMES, January 13th, 1906 |   From first-hand accounts 

”It is reported that a great crevice appeared on the north end of liberty street on Saturday or Sunday." Appreciating the danger, the 
Excelsior Brick Company, through Mr. Denton DeBaun, notified their various tenants to move. DeBaun however, like the rest did not 
apprehend any great danger, as according to his own statement he did not notify all the people.”

FROM THE HAVERSTRAW TIMES, January 13th, 1906

”In order to make brick last year on the Gillies  property it 
was necessary to excavate much lower than was safe, 
but owing to the frost in the ground, and not 
withstanding premonitions of danger, most of the people 
residing in the devastated and stricken district firmly 
believed that the slides would not come until the frost 
was leaving the ground and in some cases no alarm was 
felt at all. As it was believed by nobody that a slide of 
such an area could have occurred as the whole rear 
north center of the block divided by Division and Broad 
street owned by the Abrams Estate, Charles Gillies, 
Wilkins and Van Wart properties have gone and in the 
rear of the Abrams property fully four hundred feet 
running north has disappeared.”
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LESSON 3

When the landslide was over, six streets and 21 buildings had disappeared into the pit, along with 19 recorded victims three of which were 

never found. The community worked together to recover and aid those traumatized by the event, providing food, shelter, clothes and 

money to the families who lost their homes in the landslide.

After the landslide, a grand jury returned an indictment 

against Gillies, his tenants Nicholson and Reilly, and J. 

Esler Eckerson, president of the Excelsior Brick 

Company which was settled out of court for the sum 

of three hundred seventy thousand dollars (around 

seven million dollars in today’s currency).
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LESSON 3

EXPLORATION AND DISCUSSION

Rabbi Elimelech Adlin, Congregation Sons of Jacob

Michael Barry

Alice and William Coyne

Rose Daly

David Eidenbaum

Edward Hefferman

Bartholomew Bartley McGovern

John McMurdy

Ida Mannion and Lawrence Mannion

Harris Nelson

Benjamin Nelson

William Wolf Provitch

Sarah and Abram Silverman

VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTERS
Joseph Albert

Abram Dias

William Hughes

TO THE UNKNOWN SOULS WHO ARE UNRECORDED

EVERY YEAR ON THE ANNIVERSARY OF THE LANDSLIDE , THE  HAVERSTRAW MUSEUM, THE HAVERSRAW FIRE DEPARMENT

AND DECENDENTS OF OF THE SONS OF JACOB SYNAGOGUE GATHER TO REMMEMBER THE TRAGIC EVENTS OF JANUARY 8th 1906

A bell is rung 19 times as the names are read out loud. An 
additional bell is rung to remember those workers who lost 
their lives and where not recorded

IN MEMORIAM
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LESSON 3

EXPLORATION AND DISCUSSION

LANDSLIDE EXAMINATION 
& DISCUSSION

" Based on what you learned about the Landslide of 
1906, what do you think the manufacturer and town of 
Haverstraw could have done differently?

" What else can we learn…….

" Can you identify examples in NY State where 
manufacturing/big industry has impacted the Hudson 
River watershed?
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LESSON 4

EXPLORATION AND DISCUSSION

THE END OF AN INDUSTRY

The great Landslide of 1906 marked the beginning of a slow decline of the brick manufacturing industry in Haverstraw and surrounding area. 

After the landslide, the Village of Haverstraw struggled as people migrated away from the town, labor became harder to retain, and brick prices 

were pushed down even as clay resources became increasingly scarce. 

By 1906 when the landslide in Haverstraw happened,  the city 

was in a wide recession and the building industry had collapsed 

resulting in oversupply.  Over- digging combined with too many 

manufacturers concentrated in one place also contributed to a 

decline in resources and the ability of brickyards to be financially 

successful. Attempts at consolidation, and a building boom 

resulted in a short spike in production of 1.3 billion bricks 

manufactured by 131 Hudson River brickyards in 1923. 

However this boom was short lived as the invention of the cast 

iron building frame by James Bogardus, Abram Hewitt  and Peter 

Cooper led to metal framing efficiencies for high rise building 

that was eventually disastrous to the brick industry because 

bricks were too heavy to build the new post war modern 

skyscrapers. New innovations in cement with its lighter fire-proof 

qualities was preferred over bricks therefore  summoning the end 

of an era.

There were several factors that led to the demise of the 

brick manufacturing industry in the Hudson Valley.
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WHAT HAVE WE LEARNED?

PROJECT

" Pick an example from a local neighborhood or community 
to write about and examine how the industry in the area 
intersects with the community from an environmental 
perspective

o Based on what you learned, what could
potential hazards be?

o Can you identify them?

HOW CAN WE TAKE ACTIONS 
FOR THE FUTURE?

" REPORT

Write a report on what you learned, and make
recommendations for how the local industry and
community might work together to make changes.

ACTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

v
ACTIVITY




